Bell
Robust expression in a simple form
Popular pendant lamps with a monochrome twist

The Bell lamp takes its starting point in the iconic shape of a bell. Special attention has been paid to the details, emphasizing the gathering point between the cord and the lamp itself in a contemporary way. With its industrial yet friendly look, Bell is ideal for both home decors and professional environments.
Collection Overview

Bell lamp x-small
H: 23 x Ø: 22 cm
Shown in black

Bell lamp small
H: 37 x Ø: 35 cm
Shown in black

Bell lamp medium
H: 44 x Ø: 42 cm
Shown in black

Bell lamp large
H: 57 x Ø: 55 cm
Shown in black
The Bell lamp takes its starting point in the iconic shape of a bell. Special attention has been paid to the details, emphasizing the gathering point between the cord and the lamp itself in a contemporary way. With its industrial yet friendly look, Bell is ideal for both home decors and professional environments.

**Designer / Year Of Design**
Andreas Lund & Jacob Rudbeck, 2012

**Material**
Powder coated aluminum

**Construction**
The four different sizes of the Bell collection share the same shape, which is connected to the cable in the top part. The construction with a rubber band detail connects the cable and shade permanently. All shades are white on the inside for optimal light reflection.

**Cord**
4 m textile cord (white shade - white cord / grey shade - black cord / black shade - black cord / sand shade - brown cord).

**Canopy**
Included, black or white color, H: 7,7 x Ø: 9 cm, 0,04 kg

**Maintenance**
Clean with damp cloth.

**Dimmable function**
Yes - with dimmable light source. Ensure your dimmer is compatible with LED.
Bell lamp

Voltage
220-240 V

Frequency
50/60 Hz

Ip rating
IP20

Classification
Class II

Socket
Bell lamp x-small: G9
Bell lamp small, Bell lamp medium, Bell lamp large: E27

Max load
60 W

Light source - recommended
Bell lamp x-small:
Power: 8 W
CCT: 2700 K
Output: 800 lm
Life Span: 15000 h
CRI: ~ 80

Bell lamp small, Bell lamp medium, Bell lamp large:
G9 EU
Art. No.: 504052, LED E27 EU, not dimmable
Power: 8 W
CCT: 2700 K
Output: 800 lm
Life Span: 15000 h
CRI: ~ 80

General standards & certificates
EN 60598-2-1:1997
IEC 60598-1: 2008
The Bell lamp takes its starting point in the iconic shape of a bell. Special attention has been paid to the details, emphasizing the gathering point between the cord and the lamp itself in a contemporary way. With its industrial yet friendly look, Bell is ideal for both home decors and professional environments.

**Designer / Year Of Design**
Andreas Lund & Jacob Rudbeck, 2012

**Material**
Powder coated aluminum

**Construction**
The four different sizes of the Bell collection share the same shape, which is connected to the cable in the top part. The construction with a rubber band detail connects the cable and shade permanently. All shades are white on the inside for optimal light reflection.

**Cord**
Bell lamp in white has a white cord and white canopy. Bell lamp in black has a black cord and black canopy. Bell lamp in grey has a black cord and grey canopy. Bell lamp in sand has a brown cord and sand canopy. All Bell lamps come with a 4 m textile cord.

**Canopy**
Included, black, white, sand or grey color, H: 7.7 x Ø: 9 cm, 0.04 kg

**Maintenance**
Clean with damp cloth.
Dimmable function
Yes - with dimmable light source. Ensure your dimmer is compatible with LED.

Voltage
120 V

Frequency
60 W

Ip rating
IP20

Classification
Class I

Socket
Bell lamp x-small: G9
Bell lamp small, Bell lamp medium, Bell lamp large: E26

Max load
60 W

Light source - recommended
Bell lamp x-small:
G9 US
Power: 8W
CCT: 2 700 K
Output: 800 lm Life Span: 15 000 h CRI: ~ 80

Bell lamp small, Bell lamp medium, Bell lamp large:
Art. No.: 504062, LED E26 US,
not dimmable Power: 8W
CCT: 2 700 K
Output: 800 lm
Life Span: 15 000 h
CRI: ~ 80
Material options

- White
- Grey
- Black
- Sand
Bell lamp
Bell lamp small black
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